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The LOTRO@Warzone facility was designed to be a live, constantly updated disaster simulation facility. These control centers are located in a handful of geographies around the
world and were constructed with major contractors such as Ingalls Shipbuilding, Halter Marine, and Zachry to ensure that the facility can withstand hurricanes, earthquakes, and

man made disasters. If you play PC or Mac, make sure your license isn’t expired. For more in-depth instructions on how to get the beta for Mac and PC go to the LOTRO Beta FAQ .
The beta registration process will be very similar to the beta registration we went through for xbox one, so keep an eye out for the email that goes out and make sure to register!

If you’re interested in participating in the LOTRO beta test, head on over to LOTRO Beta FAQ . Make sure you’re signed up for a beta key on the left hand side of the page.
www.lotropolis.com The largest community forum outside the official forums. Visit them to chat about The Lord of the Rings Online Experience, share tips and hints, and just hang

out in a great community with fellow elves, hobbits, and other friends from Middle-earth. First of all, I think everyone is saying the same thing, so I don't know why it is being
discussed. I think the guys over at Turbine can make the final decision. I just noticed that in my lotro account, it said that I had not purchased any quests yet. I did. I assume the

1.3 patch has to do with that, as the other patches had a different mechanic. -- Wm Magill - Valamar - OTG/OTC ( talk ) 10:19, 11 October 2012 (EDT) --
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